YOUR JOURNEY TO BECOMING AN OUTSTANDING DOCTOR STARTS HERE

MEDICINE WITH A GATEWAY YEAR 2019
WE’RE INSPIRING FUTURE MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

Welcome to Hull York Medical School: the joint medical school of the Universities of Hull and York, and home to one of the UK’s most exciting and innovative undergraduate medicine programmes. We’re committed not just to training doctors - but training brilliant doctors. So if you’re full of potential, and passionate about making a difference to patients’ lives, but don’t yet meet the academic requirements of our five-year Medicine programme, our Medicine with a Gateway Year programme could be for you.

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

The six-year Medicine with a Gateway Year programme focuses on facilitating your transition from school or college to university, bringing your scientific knowledge up to the required standard, and enhancing your study skills, while teaching you about professionalism and the NHS.

The Gateway forms the first academic year, and on successful completion you will automatically progress to Year 1 of our current five-year MB BS Medicine programme, following the same curriculum and graduating with a joint MB BS qualification from the Universities of Hull and York at the end of the programme.

You will experience clinical placements in general practice and hospital settings from the very start of the programme, allowing you to develop the excellent communication skills and confident, empathetic approach to delivering care that our graduates are known for. This hands-on experience will be supported by a combination of small group teaching, self-directed learning, lectures and clinical skills sessions, ensuring you are able to transition smoothly and confidently into life as a medical student.
Successful completion of the Gateway year will result in automatic progression to Year 1 of the undergraduate MB BS programme at Hull York Medical School.

PROGRAMME INTAKE
10 STUDENTS APPROX FOR 2019 ENTRY

UCAS PROGRAMME CODE A101
Applicants must apply via UCAS (institution code H75) by 15 OCTOBER in the year prior to entry

LOCATION
Teaching will be delivered at the University of Hull campus, with clinical placements taking place at NHS primary and secondary care teaching sites in and around Hull.

APPLICANT REQUIREMENTS

A LEVEL REQUIREMENTS: BBC (B grades must be in Biology and Chemistry). Maximum predicted grades: AAB. A Levels should normally be completed within a three-year period. Resits within this three-year period are accepted.

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE:
29 points overall, with 14 at HL (to include Biology and Chemistry at Grade 5).

GCSE REQUIREMENTS:
5 GCSEs grade A*-C/level 9-4, including English Language and Mathematics at grade C/level 4 or above. Resits are accepted.

UKCAT: Applicants must take the UKCAT in the calendar year of application and achieve a Situational Judgement Test band of 1, 2 or 3.

MODULES
The Gateway Year is divided into six modules:
- Clinical Skills (20 credits)
- Health, Society & the NHS (20 credits)
- Human Biology I (20 credits)
- Human Biology II (20 credits)
- Professionalism & Ethics (20 credits)
- Study Skills (20 credits)

FEES AND FUNDING
The tuition fee will mirror the annual fee of the five-year MB BS programme. For 2018/19 entry this is currently £9,250 per year. However, further increases within the government fee cap may apply in subsequent academic years. For the latest fee information, as well as information about funding options, visit hyma.ac.uk/gateway.

ACCOMMODATION
University of Hull accommodation is guaranteed for Gateway Year students. Find out more, including costs and facilities: hull.ac.uk/accommodation.

A LEVELS
BBC inc Biology and Chemistry

5 GCSEs AT A*-C or level 9-4

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
29 points

UKCAT
SJT BAND 1, 2 OR 3
If you are holding an offer for the Gateway Year, but your subsequent academic performance meets the requirements of our five-year Undergraduate Medicine (MB BS) programme, you may be able to bypass the Gateway Year and progress straight to Year 1 of the MB BS programme – either that year if space allows, or by deferral if necessary.

Priority will be given to applicants living in the Hull York Medical School region:

- City of York
- East Riding of Yorkshire
- Hull
- North and North East Lincolnshire
- North Yorkshire
- Darlington, Stockton-On-Tees, Middlesbrough, Redcar & Cleveland, and Hartlepool

### ASSESSMENT AND PROGRESSION

Your progress will be assessed using a combination of written exams, practical skills assessments, portfolio submission and group presentations. Following successful completion of the Gateway Year, achieving a minimum 40% pass rate in each of the six modules, you will automatically progress to Year 1 of Hull York Medical School’s Undergraduate Medicine programme.
SUPPORTING YOU TO SUCCEED

We strive to provide a supportive and encouraging learning environment. Our tutors and staff take the time to get to know you personally, making sure you are supported on your journey to becoming a doctor, and our dedicated in-school student support team is always available to offer help and advice.

As a Hull York Medical School student, you will have access to our award-winning libraries and powerful virtual learning environment, as well as the stunning Allam Medical Building, which sits at the heart of the University of Hull’s £28 million health campus. Here, as a trainee medic, you will rub shoulders with other healthcare professionals in training, including midwives, paramedics, nurses and physician associates.

AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE

With its beautiful landscaping and red-brick buildings, our University of Hull campus provides a unique and memorable background to your studies. And with an abundance of restaurants, shops, bars and sports facilities on your doorstep, you’ll never be short of something to do in this eclectic, friendly and ever-evolving city.

I chose Hull York Medical School because of its friendly and open feel, and because of the early clinical experience, which begins right from the start of the course.

Samantha Strickland, Year 3 Medicine
FIND OUT MORE
hyms.ac.uk/gateway
hyms.ac.uk/opendays

ADMISSIONS ENQUIRIES
T: 01904 321690
E: admissions@hyms.ac.uk

UNIVERSITY OF HULL
Cottingham Road, Hull HU6 7RX

UNIVERSITY OF YORK
Heslington, York YO10 5DD